
SUNY Geneseo Mission Statement
Dedicated to learning, SUNY Geneseo is a residential public liberal arts college with selected professional 
and graduate programs. We combine a rigorous curriculum, transformational learning experiences, and a 
rich co-curricular life to create a dynamic and inclusive scholarly environment. The entire College 
community works together to advance knowledge and inspire students to be socially responsible and 
globally aware citizens who are prepared for an enriched life and success in the world.

Vision
Geneseo will be widely recognized for demonstrating the enduring power of a public liberal arts 
education.

Values
The Geneseo campus community is guided by our beliefs in and commitments to the following values:
◦ Learning: embracing high expectations for intellectual inquiry, scholarly achievement, and personal 

growth;
◦ Creativity: affirming a spirit of innovation that inspires intellectual curiosity and problem solving;
◦ Inclusivity: fostering a diverse campus community marked by mutual respect for the unique talents 

and contributions of each individual;
◦ Civic responsibility: promoting ethical local and global citizenship;
◦ Sustainability -- advancing just principles of ecological, social, and economic stewardship.

* h/t: the idea to include Geneseo’s Mission, Vision, and Goals on syllabi comes from Dr. Kathleen Mapes, History. 
___________________________________________________________
Community Commitment to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
At SUNY Geneseo, we are a community of students, staff, faculty, and administrators living and working 
together in a spirit of inquiry so that, individually and collectively, we may achieve our full potential.
Our community extends to the many graduates, retirees, and others who remain actively engaged in 
advancing our mission and values as a public liberal arts college.

Located in the historic homelands of the Seneca Nation of Indians and Tonawanda Seneca Nation, we at 
SUNY Geneseo have an obligation to recognize all who, through history or identity, have been 
marginalized or oppressed, made invisible or silenced.

We recognize that our own identities are many and varied, forged by culture, circumstance, and choice. 
Some of us inhabit multiple identities where histories of exclusion or injustice intersect.

We are here to listen, to learn, to teach, to debate, to change, to grow. We should all be safe to pursue these 
goals at SUNY Geneseo while being who we are. Together, we commit ourselves to pluralism, cultivating 
a community that respects difference and promotes a sense of inclusion and belonging.

Our differences, including those of opinion or perspective, make us stronger. Together, we commit 
ourselves to sustaining and expanding the diversity of our community and to making equity for all 
members of our diverse community a measure of our success.
We share responsibility for achieving these goals, and for making Geneseo a place where each of us may 
contribute to and realize the promise of public liberal education: to broaden understanding, heighten 
awareness, awaken empathy, and foster empowerment.
--------------------------------

https://www.geneseo.edu/about/mission-vision-and-values
https://www.geneseo.edu/diversity/commitment
https://www.geneseo.edu/about/mission-vision-and-values
https://www.geneseo.edu/diversity/commitment


ENGL 203-03: Reader&Text: Percival Everett and Intertextuality Fall 2019
Dr. Beth McCoy, Department of English MF 2:30 p.m.-4:10 p.m. Welles 216
Office:  Welles 232A Office phone:  x5299  email:  mccoy@geneseo.edu   

Teaching Assistants: Claire Corbeaux; Brian Vargas

Course epigraphs: 

The interesting thing about irony for me is  that real  irony is  far more sincere than earnestness.  To accept the 
absurdity of a situation is to accept the humanness of it. Utter sincerity suggests a kind of belief that one knows all 
there is to know about a given circumstance. That is not to say that one should ever make light of serious and grave 
and important issues, but that open and genuine intellectual curiosity should never be a casualty in any situation. 
Irony is not always funny. Humor is not always ironic.--
"Coming Home from Irony: An Interview with Percival Everett, Author of So Much Blue"

“Thank you,” I said. “I came back to this place to find something, to connect with something lost, to reunite if not 
with my whole self, then with a piece of it. What I’ve discovered is that this thing is not here. In fact, it is nowhere. I 
have learned that my name is not my name. It seems you all know me and nothing could be further from the truth 
and yet you know me better than I know myself, perhaps better than I can know myself. My mother is buried not far 
from this auditorium, and there are no words on her headstone. As I glance out now, as I feel the weight of this 
trophy in my hands, as I stand like a specimen before these strangely unstrange faces, I know finally what should be 
written on that stone. It should say what mine will say:

 I AM NOT MYSELF TODAY.”
 -- Percival Everett 

https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/coming-home-from-irony-an-interview-with-percival-everett-author-of-so-much-blue/#!


Office Hours: W 1:30-2:30 p.m.; F 10:30-11:30 a.m. and other times as arranged between student and 
professor. Please make an appointment. The office gets extraordinarily busy; it is not unusual for 
students to show up unannounced and find people in front of them. If you make an appointment, I can 
reserve a slot for you.   

I provide the following context in order to do what academics often don’t: explain the multiple and often-
invisible responsibilities that make up the job.

At Geneseo, full-time faculty labor is supposed to be apportioned in this way:

50% teaching: This category includes (but is not limited to) meeting classes, preparing (re-reading, 
planning) for classes; meeting with students outside of class in person and electronically; grading 
and writing comments for assignments; formal and informal advising and advocacy; writing 
letters of evaluation for students and alumni; finding, maintaining, and sharing content on 
Canvas, Google Drive, and other digital platforms; troubleshooting teaching-related technical 
problems.

35% research and creative activity: Varying by discipline, this category includes (but is not limited to) 
experiment design and execution; exhibitions and performances; theoretical and archival 
research/writing; statistical analysis; conference papers; creative readings; poster presentations; 
collaborations. Regardless of form and timing, this activity is crucial to working with students. 
Faculty must keep abreast of the latest developments in their field, and they must also continue 
to interpret those developments in order to make them relevant to enduring conversations inside 
and outside the College.

15% service: Faculty contribute their service to students, to departments, to the College, to the SUNY 
system, and to organizations at state, national, and international levels. These service 
contributions can include program assessment; curricular development; job search committees 
for staff, faculty, and administration; service to student organizations; service to honor societies; 
review of grant applications. And lots and lots of committee work. 

Regardless of category, much faculty work takes place during outside the classroom on weekends, 
evenings, and early mornings. That work is often invisible to students and to the public at large. 
And in reality, the “service” component balloons to compete with teaching during the academic year while 
“research and creative activity” often gets pushed to faculty’s unpaid summers.  

IMPORTANT: The adjunct (part-time) faculty members on which colleges and universities increasingly 
rely (estimates are now about HALF of the nation’s college and university classes are now taught by 
part-time, barely compensated labor) are so underpaid (google “adjunct crisis”) that they can be 
expected only to to meet, prepare for, and grade for classes. Many of these faculty are piecing together 
classes at multiple schools each semester, for about $1,000-$3,000 per class (at Geneseo, adjunct 
faculty may at least qualify for health insurance; in many other private and public institutions, 
adjuncts do not). Moreover, as these faculty serve at the institution’s pleasure, there is no job 
security; a faculty member hired in one semester may not be hired in the next, no matter how 
excellent of a job that faculty member does. (For more on how black studies programs have long lived 
this reality, one that much of academe has only woken up to relatively recently, see Tressie McMillan 
Cottom’s “Dude, Where’s the Race in Your Class Analysis of HigherEd?”) .

http://tressiemc.com/2014/01/01/dude-wheres-the-race-in-your-class-analysis-of-highered/


Claire Corbeaux's Office Hours: TBA once drop/add ends. 

Brian Vargas's Office Hours: TBA once drop/add ends.

Course Description and Learning Outcomes: The 200 level in the literature track provides students with 
an introduction to the discipline through the study of particular topics, issues, genres, or authors. Under 
the general heading Reader and Text, literature courses at this level help students understand the 
theoretical questions that inform all critical conversations about textual meaning and value. They provide 
a working vocabulary for analyzing texts, relating texts to contexts, and discussing the difference that 
theory makes. Through discussion and writing, they invite students to participate in the ongoing 
conversation about texts and theory that constitutes English as a field of study.

In literature courses at the 200 level, students will demonstrate
• the ability to read texts closely

the ability to write clear and effective English prose in accordance with conventions of 
standard English

• the ability to write analytically about texts in accordance with the conventions of textual 
criticism

• an understanding of how criticism as a practice gives rise to questions about how to conduct 
that practice, questions that are constitutive of the discipline: e.g., questions concerning 
what we should read, why we should read, and how we should read.

Additionally, by semester’s end you will have performed multiple iterations in the essential practice 
of working with texts and ideas that seem to be disparate.

Accommodation: SUNY Geneseo will make reasonable accommodations for persons with documented 
physical, emotional, or cognitive disabilities. Accommodations will also be made for medical conditions 
related to pregnancy or parenting. Students should contact Ms. Heather Packer of the Office of Disability 
Services (disabilityservices@geneseo.edu or 585-245-5112) and their faculty to discuss needed 
accommodations as early as possible in the semester. 

Disclaimers and caveats: During the semester, we will soberly and meaningfully explore many issues that 
may confirm/challenge ideas about/experiences of art, narrative, literature, identity, privilege, power 
(including sexual assault and/or antiblack violence, and other forms of violence, direct or/and indirect), 
virtue (including faith traditions), bodies (including desire, sex, sexualities, body image). Some of these 
texts may be triggering. Remaining in this class means exploring these issues fully, responsibly, and 
maturely. Please read this [quite detailed] syllabus carefully and attentively, and contact me if you have 
any questions or concerns about subject matters you may encounter. I can collaborate with you to figure 
out strategies for navigating texts, contexts, and subject matters.

Student Success Resources:
• Pathways Peer Advocates
• A list of Geneseo Allies for Social Justice and Diversity

mailto:disabilityservices@geneseo.edu
https://www.geneseo.edu/pathways
http://bit.ly/2fQrRne


Information about the Geneseo Safe Zone Network (including how groups of 
six or more may request a Safe Zone Training workshop) may be found here.

• The Guide: SUNY Geneseo’s Writing Guide
• Geneseo Sexual Assault Resources

The following are taken from Dr. Joe Cope's compendium of Student Success Resources at 
Geneseo:

Well-Being
Prioritizing well-being can support the achievement of academic goals and alleviate stress. 
 Eating nutritious foods, getting enough sleep, exercising, avoiding drugs and alcohol, 
maintaining healthy relationships, and building in time to relax all help promote a healthy 
lifestyle and general well-being.

Concerns about academic performance, health situations, family health and wellness (including 
the loss of a loved one), interpersonal relationships and commitments, and other factors can 
contribute to stress. Students are strongly encouraged to communicate their needs to faculty and 
staff and seek support if they are experiencing unmanageable stress or are having difficulties 
with daily functioning. The Dean of Students (585-245-5706) can assist and provide direction to 
appropriate campus resources.  For more information, see www.geneseo.edu/dean_students.  
 
Mental Health
As a student, you may experience a range of challenges that can impact your mental health and 
thus impact your learning; common examples include increased anxiety, shifts in mood, strained 
relationships, difficulties related to substance use, trouble concentrating, and lack of motivation, 
among many others. These experiences may reduce your ability to participate fully in daily 
activities and affect your academic performance. SUNY Geneseo offers free, confidential 
counseling for students at the Lauderdale Center for Student Health and Counseling, and seeking 
support for your mental health can be key to your success at college.  You can learn more about 
the various mental health services available on campus at health.geneseo.edu.
 
Academic Support Services
The campus provides a range of support services to help students thrive in their classes. 

These services include:

◦ Tutoring, both drop-in and by-appointment, with student tutors in the Writing Learning Center, 
the Math Learning Center, and a range of department-based tutoring centers

◦ Online tutoring through the SUNY-wide STAR-NY system (www.starny.org/
tutoring_schedule (Links to an external site.)

◦ Supplemental Instruction, in which trained student assistants review lecture material from 

https://www.geneseo.edu/lgbtq/safe-zone-network
http://writingguide.geneseo.edu
https://www.geneseo.edu/health/sexual-assault
https://www.geneseo.edu/dean_students
https://www.geneseo.edu/health
https://www.starny.org/tutoring_schedule
https://www.starny.org/tutoring_schedule


specific classes
Information on times and locations is available through the Center for Academic Excellence 
website at www.geneseo.edu/library/center-academic-excellence.
 
Library Research Help
Milne Library has an award-winning staff trained in finding the best information. They have 
created online research guides, self-help databases, and are available for individual consultation. 
 Research Librarians are available for walk-in consultations and students may request 
appointments with staff experts in particular fields. Full information on Milne Library research 
resources, hours, and consultation options is available at www.geneseo.edu/library/ask-us.
 
Academic Integrity and Plagiarism
Milne Library offers frequent workshops to help students understand how to paraphrase, quote, 
and cite outside sources properly. These sessions are meant to educate about the importance of 
using original ideas and language, and how to incorporate paraphrases and quotes into writing. 
The complete list of library workshops can be found at www.geneseo.edu/library/library-
workshops.

Academic dishonesty includes cheating, knowingly providing false information, plagiarizing, 
and any other form of academic misrepresentation.  College policies and procedures regarding 
academic dishonesty are available at www.geneseo.edu/handbook/academic-dishonesty-policy.

Computer and Technology Support
For assistance with your computer or mobile device, visit the CIT HelpDesk in Milne Library. CIT 
provides self help guides on a range of computer issues, including access to the campus network, 
Canvas, printing, software guides, and other resources.  The CIT Self Help Guides at 
wiki.geneseo.edu/display/cit/CIT+Self+Help  can be helpful in finding quick solutions to basic 
technology issues.
CIT also provides free access to over 7,500 online tutorials for software, digital tools, web 
development, programming, and design through lynda.com training resources available at 
wiki.geneseo.edu/display/cit/Lynda.com+Training+Library.
 
Food Security for SUNY Geneseo Students
SUNY Geneseo students who find themselves in a position of food insecurity and do not have the 
financial resources to support their food and nutrition needs can access the Geneseo Groveland 
Food Pantry located at the First Presbyterian Church, 31 Center Street in Geneseo. Students can 
utilize the pantry once with no referral or contact with the College. At this visit they will be 
provided items that will address their basic needs for several days. If a student continues to face 
difficulties providing for their own nutritional needs beyond their first visit to the pantry they 
should connect with Susan Romano, Director of Financial Aid, to receive a brief letter that they 
will present to the staff at the pantry that verifies their need. If students do not have a FAFSA on 
file for any reason they should contact Dr. Leonard Sancilio, Dean of Students, to discuss their 
particular situation and options. The Geneseo Groveland Food Pantry is open on the following 
days and times:

Tuesday: 10 AM - 2 PM 
Wednesday: 4 PM - 6:30 PM 

https://www.geneseo.edu/library/center-academic-excellence
https://www.geneseo.edu/library/ask-us
https://www.geneseo.edu/library/library-workshops
https://www.geneseo.edu/library/library-workshops
https://www.geneseo.edu/handbook/academic-dishonesty-policy
https://wiki.geneseo.edu/display/cit/CIT+Self+Help
https://wiki.geneseo.edu/display/cit/Lynda.com+Training+Library


Thursday: 10 AM - 2 PM

If you have any questions please contact Dr. Leonard Sancilio, Dean of Students at: 
sancilio@geneseo.edu or 585-245-5706.

Texts: Available at any outlet of your choice.
Kusch, Celena. Literary Analysis: The Basics. ISBN 9780415747103
Euripides, The Bacchae and Other Plays. Trans. John Davie. ISBN 9780140447262.
Murfin, Ross C. and Supryia M. Ray. The Bedford Glossary of Critical and Literary Terms. ISBN 

9780312461881
Everett, Percival. Frenzy. This book is out of print, so you will read it via .pdf archived in Canvas 

files for this course. 
Everett, Percival. I am Not Sidney Poitier. ISBN 9781555975272.
Everett, Percival. re: f (gesture). ISBN 9781597090575.
Williams, Kate, et al. Reflective Writing. ISBN 9780230377257

Additional required online readings are listed in the daily schedule below.

More readings will be found in Canvas and/or embedded in the syllabus.  

Assignments:
1. Class participation (20% of your final grade): The following criteria determine your participation 
grade (my thanks to Professor Rutkowski for the schema and much of the specific wording). The criteria focus on 
what you demonstrate and do not presume to guess at what you know.  

A. In both large- and small-group work, demonstrates excellent preparation: has analyzed reading 
exceptionally well, relating it to other material (e.g., readings, lecture, course material, 
discussions, experiences, in-class writing assignments,  etc.).

Offers analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of reading (e.g., puts together pieces of discussion and 
lecture to develop new approaches that take the class further).

Contributes significantly to ongoing discussion: keeps analysis focused, responds very thoughtfully 
to other students’ comments, contributes to cooperative conversation building, suggests 
alternative ways of approaching material and helps class analyze which approaches are 
appropriate, etc. 

Demonstrates ability to step back, listen, and invite wide participation through thoughtful questions.

B. In both large- and small-group work, demonstrates good preparation: knows reading well, has 
thought through implications of reading.

Offers interpretations and analysis (more than just the facts) to class. Contributes well to discussion in 
an ongoing way: responds to other students' points, thinks through own points, questions others 
constructively, offers and supports suggestions that may be counter to majority opinion. 

Demonstrates consistent, ongoing involvement.

C. In both large- and small-group work, demonstrates adequate preparation: knows basic reading 
facts, but does not show evidence of interpretation or analysis.

Does not offer to contribute to discussion but contributes to a moderate degree when called on.
Demonstrates sporadic involvement.

mailto:sancilio@geneseo.edu


D. In both large- and small-group work, is present, not disruptive.
Tries to respond when called on but little response.
Any response is frequently a summary or appropriation of what instructor said in class. 
Demonstrates infrequent involvement in discussion or tries to make up lost discussion ground by 

monologuing.

E. Absent frequently and thus unable to contribute.

2.  Public blogging on Reader and Text: English Majors Practicing Criticism (40% of your final grade; 
the last timestamp that posts will be accepted is December 7; if there is a swarm of posts that come in 
around then, please understand that I will be unable to give you feedback. Please do not use 
procrastination to squander this opportunity for growth): 

Before you go any further, please understand that the 1974 Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
(FERPA) protects your right to educational privacy, including your right to choose if you want your 
writing to be shared outside of our class, or if you want anyone to know that you are taking a particular 
class at a particular institution. If you have concerns about the public part of this assignment, please speak 
with me privately, and we will work something out.

• In order to pass this assignment, you must complete 10 posts (general guideline: each post 
800-1000 words) throughout the semester. I will accept no post after December 7.

• To compel (yes, compel) you to get started, your first post has a due date on or before September 
18 and a fixed topic articulated on the daily schedule below. Please go look.

• One post out of the 10 will be collaborative, crafted in small groups according to a template that 
Beth will provide. Because you do not know when this process will take place, attendance and 
participation become paramount.

• In order to give you practice with the essential skill of meeting both deadlines set for you (e.g., 
the first post; the collaborative blog post; the reading dates, etc.) and floating deadlines that you 
must set for yourself, you must set your own deadlines for the other eight posts so that they 
appear consistently throughout the semester and allow me staggered time to offer you all 
meaningful feedback for growth and improvement.  

What’s this assignment for? 
This is an assignment that gets you in the practice of public conversation, bouncing your thinking off of 
someone/something else, and building the course community outside the physical classroom. The 
assignment also gets you in the necessary practice of meeting floating deadlines. Complementing the 
practice of meeting hard deadlines already set for you, this skill is indispensable for human life. 

Make your interests drive your blogging, but also challenge yourself to stretch beyond what you 
currently believe are your interests. To assist in that challenge, I’ve assigned some “secondary” (the 
language fails here) material throughout the semester. We'll suggest post topics as the semester moves 
along (often with an enthusiastic “BLOG POST!” in response to something someone’s said in class!) 

(The following language is adapted from Professor Schacht’s original “How to Blog Here” post): A post 

https://readerandtext.sunygeneseoenglish.org/blog/
http://readerandtext.sunygeneseoenglish.org/how-to-blog-here/


can contain some personal reflection or indicate a particular point of view, but it shouldn’t read like an 
entry in a personal diary. It should not serve as a space to vent or to shock readers gratuitously. It should 
ground its considerations and reflections in the art and literature we engage. 

Consider your audience: the whole community of folks at SUNY Geneseo (and perhaps beyond) who are 
engaged in thinkING. Don’t worry whether what you have to say is “important” enough. Just be sure to 
keep it explicitly linked to course concepts.

How will this assignment be assessed? 
Each post will be assessed according to the 4-point rubric below. All posts receive feedback, but the 
semesters’s first post gets the most substantial feedback so that you may grow and learn. Because of 
recent patterns, I reserve the right to offer no feedback save a numerical assessment if an end-of-semester 
procrastination swarm occurs.

4: Provides and unpacks evidence from course texts to illustrate/support claims. Furthers 
thoughtful conversation. Makes clear how post connects to larger course questions and concepts 
and/or builds upon a peer’s post. Follows blogging conventions (e.g., embeds links in text, uses 
“Read More” to shorten post on front page, breaks post into smaller section for easy reading, uses 
course category). Demonstrates careful attention to detail, including for spelling, punctuation, 
grammar.

3. May provide textual evidence but does not unpack it. Connections to larger course questions 
and concepts and/or peer’s post may be unclear. May follow some blogging conventions. 
Demonstrates some attention to detail.

2. May simply summarize what was said in class and/or in readings. Neglects blogging 
conventions. Displays little evidence of attention to detail.

1. Neglects course concepts, peer conversation, readings, conventions, and/or detail.

0. No post.

Moreover, in end-of-semester evaluation, I’ll remember folks who regularly use their posts to respond to 
their peers’ posts or in-class insights (see below for note about how to link to an earlier post).

What do posts look like? 
Think of each post as having a beginning, a middle, and an end. 

The beginning unpacks the conversation (e.g., someone else’s post, a course concept, a class 
discussion, something you read on your own) to which you’re responding. 

The middle unpacks the textual evidence you’re analyzing. 

The end unpacks for the reader how what you’ve been writing about actually relates to the course 
questions and concepts and/or establishes what you want readers to think about as a result of that 
beginning and middle. 



Not all posts need follow this template, especially once you’ve got some posts under your belt and have 
earned more creative possibilities. But practicing with it early on can help you be thinkING both about 
posts and the process that produces them. 

How do I get started? 
Follow these steps:

1. If you haven’t already done so, register an account at sunygeneseoenglish.org. 

2. Watch for an email with a link to activate your account, then wait for your membership request 
to be approved. CHECK YOUR JUNK OR SPAM FOLDER. 

3. Once your request is approved, log in to sunygeneseoenglish.org, click on “Groups,” and join 
the group "American Studies," which will allow you to post to Reader and Text: English Majors 
Practicing Criticism blog.

If you run into difficulty, you can find help at support.sunygeneseoenglish.org. If you join the group 
named "Help and Support," you can ask and answer questions in the help forum.

Are there any blogging conventions I should learn?
Typical blog style is conversational. If you write the way you would for an essay assignment, you’re 
likely to sound stiff. Informality is no excuse for sloppiness: be thoughtful about spelling, usage, 
punctuation, and the rhythm of your prose. Remember that this is public writing, and everyone on the 
internet (including future evaluators for jobs, grad school, scholarships, etc.) can see it. 

Your grade will also assess whether your posts follow other blogging conventions. It's not always evident 
how to do these things, so please ask for assistance if you don't know:

• When linking to someone else’s post or a source elsewhere on the internet, don’t plop a long 
URL into the middle of a paragraph or at the end of a post. Do link by selecting text and entering 
the URL with the link button in the edit box’s toolbar. See an example of what this looks like in 
the misogynoir (Moya Bailey’s term) section below. 

• Whenever possible, embed videos and images rather than simply linking to them. The new 
blog theme makes it really easy to do this simply by dragging and dropping.

• Respond to your peers’ posts by linking to their post in yours rather than commenting below 
the post. Very few people see responses when they are made as a comment on a post. 

• Before you publish your post, click the “McCoy 203 Fall 2019 ” category. It’ll be easier to find 
our class posts amid other courses’ posts.

• You don't need a works cited or bibliography. You don't need to use parenthetical citation or 
provide page numbers either. These things are generally not part of blogging convention. Do, 
however, give credit through good textual attribution (both for direct quotation and 
paraphrase) and linking practice even and especially when citing folks on social media. Here’s 
an example: 

http://sunygeneseoenglish.org/
http://sunygeneseoenglish.org
https://readerandtext.sunygeneseoenglish.org/blog/
https://readerandtext.sunygeneseoenglish.org/blog/
http://support.sunygeneseoenglish.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Misogynoir


After coining the term misogynoir, Moya Bailey warned on Tumblr against the all-too-
common practice of appropriating and redefining a word that describes how “anti-Blackness 
and misogyny combine to malign Black women in our world.”

Again, if you've not practiced before, it may not be evident how to use these tools. Please ask!

3. Blog pacing (15% of your final grade): This is a way to incentivize blogging consistently  throughout 
the semester rather than getting them all “out of the way” in September or procrastinating until 
December and thus stressing out. More importantly, it incentivizes you all to get and remain involved in 
the conversation early on. Students who blog consistently are often amazed at how much their writing 
improves with practice. And they also are often amazed at how thoughtful their peers’ posts are and how 
satisfying it is to engage with those posts.

4. Final Reflection Essay published on the course blog (self-assessed, 25% of your final grade; 
uploaded to Canvas during exam period on December 12):  Now that you’ve been reading, talking, and 
thinkING about the course, tell the story of your semester by selecting one of the course epigraphs (see 
above) and addressing these questions: 

Does your chosen epigraph form a through line for the amazingly varied texts we've engaged this semester? 
If so, how? If not, how not? Does this matter given GLOBE's insistence that Geneseo students should gain 
practice in the ability to "reflect upon changes in learning and outlook over time"?

Convergences, divergences, tensions, harmonies, ambiguities, clarities, certainties, and uncertainties all 
count.

Your Reflective Writing reading will be very useful in guiding you as you craft this piece. Don't just say 
that you learned x, y, and z. Choose your epigraph mindfully, and develop the story you want to tell 
through it. Use specific examples and textual evidence to illustrate and support your claims and insights. 
Don't forget to unpack for readers (none of whom can get inside your head) the so-what. 

You never know how your story might change the world for someone, especially someone who might be 
struggling; you also never know when you might be confronted with someone's skepticism (that of, let's 
say, an employer, a friend, a family member) about endeavors such as ours; being prepared with a 
response to such skepticism can yield lots of benefits. 

You will be working on this essay both in and out of class in the semester's final weeks and during the 
final exam period. You'll be offering feedback on your peers' work as they draft and revise, and they will 
do the same for you. At the end of those class meetings, you will assess your work and contributions as 
you and your peers are thinkING through this project both individually and collaboratively. 

In the last assessment, you will assert the numerical grade (100-point scale) that you think your work on 
this assignment (both the essay itself and your contributions to your peers' growth) merits. That 
numerical grade will become the grade for this essay and 25% of your final grade.

Working through the self assessment process will afford practice in neither underselling nor overselling  
your work. To help along the way there will be some questionnaires to frame your assessment, keep the 
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essay from turning itself into an ungradeable diary, and acknowledge the value of collaboration, textual 
analysis, and thinkING. 

Please note: If there is a self-assessment that is utterly incompatible with the actual essay (e.g., a one-
line essay accorded 100; a superb essay accorded a 0), I reserve the right to not accept the self-
assessment until we have had an in-person conversation about it.
-------------------------------------------------------
Daily Schedule: Subject to change as class needs change. Please have the reading materials listed on 
syllabus for each day with you in class.

You will need to have your laptop each day, as well (phones don’t really cut it for this kind of work), 
but see this Scientific American article summarizing research indicating that note-taking should be 
done by hand. 

August 
M 26 First day of classes. Syllabus and introductions. Please start reading The Bacchae now (it's 
pretty short but I find it hard to follow at first--note how Everett will later adapt this)--you will need to 
have read it in its entirety for our class on Monday, 9 September.

F 30 On Canvas in the Files section, read Graff and Birkenstein (both the introduction and 
Chapter Twelve are in the same file). Read Skrzypczyk, "The Art of Scaring." In Reflective Writing, find and 
read the stuff about the Gibbs reflective cycle. During class, we’ll get you signed up for 
sunygeneseoenglish.org and English Advising Journal (to access the wiki, log in to my.geneseo.edu in 
with your Geneseo username and password). For a sample essay, see the one that Salma Ahmed has 
shared generously with you.
---------------------------------
September 
M 2 Labor Day; no classes.  Keep (re) reading The Bacchae. In Reflective Writing, read pages 
1-26; 27-45; Literary Analysis, "1: Introduction: Thinking about Literature" (look especially for stuff on the 
canon (differentiated from cannon [ka-boom!]) and on how The Great Gatsby got canonized in the first 
place (this is true also of Hemingway's and Steinbeck's works). 

F 6 Read Bloom’s Taxonomy and (unhierarchical) Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy; on Canvas, 
McGuire, "The Power of Bloom's Taxonomy and the Study Cycle"; Bedford, “New Criticism”’; on Canvas, 
“McCoy Version of New Critical Formalism” handout and "McCoy Paratext Handout." Literary Analysis, 
"4: Comparative Analysis," paying careful attention to "Translation, Variation, Repetition, and 
Remixing" (for reasons I hope will be obvious!!!)
---------------------------------
M 9 Literary Analysis, "7: Analytical Writing. The Bacchae. Bedford, “archetype,” “drama,” 
"tragedy." 

F 13 The Bacchae. Bedford, “irony.” Please have Frenzy accessible in class today--it's in the 
'Everett Frenzy' Canvas folder in the Files section.
---------------------------------
M 16 Frenzy, beginning through 62, "What was it like to be a bee?"; Bedford, “novel,” "nouveau 
roman," "antinovel." In Reflective Writing, read Part 4, 77-102.

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/a-learning-secret-don-t-take-notes-with-a-laptop/
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W 18 Your first blog (out of 10) post is due on or before today. No posts will be accepted or 
given feedback after this date. 

Your prompt:  Select one of the course epigraphs (see above), and based on what you have read, done, 
and experienced during the first class periods, what does your selected epigraph get you to thinkING 
about? Does anything happen when you do this that can help you to set some goals for your work in 
the course? Use specific examples and evidence from our texts and experiences to illustrate, exemplify, 
support your claims and insights. Unpacking textual evidence makes thinkING easier for you by 
helping to provide, as Toni Morrison has put it in Playing in the Dark, “the words to say it.” Believe 
it or not, avoiding working with the literature creates more work, not less. 

Please pay careful attention to detail (e.g., proofreading, spelling, etc.) 

* You will also work with an epigraph for your final reflection essay, but it need not be this one (though 
it may be if you wish).

F 20 Frenzy, 62 through 102, "I am here. I am here"; Bedford, "structuralism" and "structure." 
---------------------------------
M 23 Frenzy, to end.

F 27 Literary Analysis, "2: Close Reading: Words and Forms." Browse through this basic 
glossary of some film studies terms. 
---------------------------------
M 30 Literary Analysis, "3: Analysis in Context." In-class screening.

October 
F 4 In-class screening, cont'd.  I am Not Sidney Poitier, 1-28, stopping at "I knew it" ; Bedford, 
"parody," "satire," "new historicism." 
---------------------------------
M 7 I am Not Sidney Poitier, 28-86, stopping at "Okay. That's a simple matter"; Bedford, 
"picaresque novel," "Freytag's pyramid."

F 11 I am Not Sidney Poitier, 86-145, stopping at "Time stopped, my breathing stopped."
---------------------------------
M 14 Fall Break; no classes.

F 18 In-class screening. 
---------------------------------
M 21 In-class screening continued.

F 25 I am Not Sidney Poitier, 145-186, stopping at "Now, if you will excuse me, I have to get 
back with my posse."
---------------------------------
M 28 I am Not Sidney Poitier to end. Also, "Eidolon."

November 
F 1 Catch-up day.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eidolon
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---------------------------------
M 4 Please make sure you bring both the Bedford (read "Poetry" and "lyric") and re: f (gesture) 
today's class. 

F 8 Class meets today in Milne 104 for a library workshop. What makes a scholarly article? 
Literary Analysis, "5: Analysis and the Critics," concentrating on the section "About Criticism." 
---------------------------------
M 11 Literary Analysis, "6: Analysis and Literary Theory," especially the section "Everything is a 
text." 

F 15 re: f (gesture), (re)read "Zulus." On Canvas, reread the Paratext handout, and in Reflective 
Writing, pages 52-62. 
---------------------------------
M 18 re: f (gesture), (re)read "Body." In Canvas in the Files section, read Joe Moran, 
Interdisciplinarity, ”Science, Space, and Nature"; blazon.

F 22 re: f (gesture), (re)read "Logic." 
---------------------------------
M 25 In-class work on reflection essay. Please bring any materials needed for your essay: 
laptop, books (including the Bedford), etc. In Reflective Writing, read pages 46-51 ("Portfolios") and 
103-120 ("Reflection for Career Planning").

F 29 Thanksgiving Break; no classes. 
---------------------------------
December 
M 2 In-class work on reflection essay. Please bring any materials needed for your essay: 
laptop, books (including the Bedford), etc.

F 6 In-class work on reflection essay. Please bring any materials needed for your essay: 
laptop, books (including the Bedford), etc.

Saturday 7 This is the last day that a post may be accepted. 
---------------------------------
M 9 Last day of classes. You will complete the SOFI for this course at the beginning of the 
class period. In-class work on reflection essay. In-class work on reflection essay. Please bring any 
materials needed for your essay: laptop, books (including the Bedford), etc.

T 10 Study Day

R 12 12:00 p.m.- 3:20 p.m. Please bring any materials needed for your essay: laptop, books 
(including the Bedford), etc. Though there is no final exam for this course, the State of New York counts 
the final exam period as a full week of instructional time. 

This required exam period will be spent as follows: 

60 minutes polishing/proofreading your final reflective essay; 
15 minutes uploading it to the blog; 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/learn/glossary-terms/blazon
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60 minutes to read and talk about your essays within your peer group; 
15 minutes to complete on Canvas a self-reflective questionnaire and accord yourself a grade for 

the essay.


